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tlMimTION OE THE TOTAL&Y BMEDEb IN POULTRY

: /;: ; '/: : - 0#PTER

. ' lOTODUCTlOS ; r, :- _ :

The work in this thesis is:tO' set forth the possibili
ties and limitations of the totally blind in operating a 
successful commercial egg-laying planto  ̂ ’ ;■



CHAPTER II

" ; “ OPERATIC# OF A COMMERCIAL EGG-LAriNG PLANT : "

l ^ a t l o n ^

Proper care, "of hatching eggs is important between the 
time the eggs are laid and the; time they are placed under 
incubation. Too high or too low’ a temperature will destroy 
the hatchabillty of an egg» Too high a temperature causes 
slow embryonic development which results in high embryonic 
mortality during pre-incubation and during incubation. The 
ideal holding temperature appears to be a temperature some
where between 50° F ° and 60 F„; Temperatures above or- below
this optimum cannot be maintained for any length of time : 
without reducing the hatching power, ’’Observations made at 
the Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station showed that, .by

' " . - . . ■ ' ■ t o ' /holding eggs at a relatively constant temperature (54,2 -
,26 F ,), hatchability was not reduced -when Leghorn eggs 
were held as long as twenty days,1' For best results set d 
the eggs from each flock once a week during the regular 
hatching season and more often during warm weather. Hatching' 
eggs should be packed in cases with the small end down to

1, A , R , Winter & E„ M. Funk5 Poultry Science & • 
Practice^ (Chicago, Philadelphia, New Yorks J, B. Lippihcott 
CoT; 19%), p, 159; -d d ' d;' -
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prevent excessive shaking or jarring. Eggs placed with the 
: large end down develop tremulous air cells, thus decreasing 
hatchability„ Eggs for hatching purposes should be turned 
if they are held for; more than one week. Eggs can be turned 
"easily- by placing a block under one-: end of . the case d

Sanitation is fundamental to a-successful egg-laying 
plant b- •Before the eggs are placed in the incubafdr al-1 re
movable parts should be thoroughly cleaned with a mild 
Solution of lye,and the hatching compartments' of the incu- ' 
bator fumigated with formaldehyde gas„ The building housing 
the incubator and the incubating room should be sprayed with 
a 5$ solution of formalin. Glean incubators aid in the 
control of pullorum and bronchitis.

Temperature requirements depend on the incubator used 
and it is advisable to follow the instructions of the manu
facturer. Howeverj the temperature is confined within narrow 
limits as to high or too low a temperature is detrimental to 
both development and hatchability. The humidity in the in
cubator may vary without injuring hatching results although 
"investigations made at Cornell University and the National 
Agricultural Research Center showed that most satisfactory 
hatches were obtained when the relative humidity of the egg
/■ - . . - ; 2 , ■' - 'chamber was 66 percent." Humidity of the air in contact

2. Ibid. pp. 166
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with the eggs is the important factor* The wet bulb thermo
meter is used in most modern Incubators. . - "

The incubator is'now ready to receive the eggs. A table 
mounted on rollers and equipped'with racks on either end to 
hold the idaded trays is used t o tray the eggs . The eggs are -: ■ 
packed in wooden trays with small end down to prevent a ;■
.tremulous air c e l l A l l  modern upright incubators and some 1 
of the small flat machines come equipped with mechanical ' 'IN- 
turning devices. To insure normal embryonic development, the 
eggs should be turned at least five times a day up to the 
eighteenth day of the incubation period. During this eight
een" day period it is important to keep a close check oh 
temperature:and humidity in the machines. ■ -

On!the eighteenth day of Incubation the eggs are candled y 
and all infertile eggs and dead embryos removed. The loaded 
trays are passed, over a candling device mounted in the top : 
of the work table and the eggs inspected. Next, the eggs 
are transferred into the hatching tray by placing the bottom 
of the hatching tray over the egg tray. Both:trays are then 
turned over, the egg tray placed side, and the top put on the 
hatching tray to prevent the chicks escape from the tray. • ^
The tray is then placed, in the hatching compartment.

The hatch is completed by the end of the twenty-first - 
day of incubation, although some hateherymen recommend leaving 
the hatch.until the twenty-second day to allow for any late 
hatching eggs. No chicks should be removed from the
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incubator until they are fully dried or “fluffed out". This 
takes from ten to, twelve hours. Young chicks should never ■ 
be placed where they might become, chilled although sufficient 
ventilation should be provided. : .

- 1 Brooding y" ;■

The brooder house and all removable equipment is thor- 
oughly cleaned and disinfected with lye Water before the 
chicks are received. An inch of sand is spread over the 
floor for better regulation of heat and the prevention of 
fire hazards. Set the brooder in place and operate it over 
a two day period to check for mechanical disorders and at 
the same time adjust to the proper temperature. Then place 
in alternate order around the edge of the brooder eight 
small chick feeders and eight one gallon waterers.

The brooder should be run over a twenty-four hour period 
before the chicks are placed under the brooder. This is done 
to warm the house properly and to provide an additional check 
for necessary adjustment. The actions of the chicks are a 
good indicat or of t emperature . For example * if the chicks 
are cold they will crowd together, but if the heat is suf
ficient they will be evenly distributed under the hover. 
However,.it is always better to have too much heat than too 
little, particularly in cold weather when a high hover 
temperature is necessary to warm chicks quickly when they 
get cold o ■ , - ‘V  " '
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■ Chicks, when first placed under the brooder, are unable 
to locate the aource of -heat„ For this reason, an eighteen 
inch barrier of hardware cloth or corregated cardboard should . 
be erected; two feet from the edge of the hover. This arrange'T. =- 

;//,.ment:.raay be removed once the chicks learn to go under the
hover at night without assistance. When the chicks are first \

; introduced to the brooder they seem able to locate the heat K
better if placed, there after dark. Chicks must be taught to 

; eat5 a good way to accomplish this is to sprinkle rolled oats
over the feed. Also, place rolled oats in flat receptacles '' -p
about the inside of the barrier.

Feeding and watering devices must be changed from time 
to time.as. the chicks grow, Intermediate sizes replace the 
small, chick feeders and waterers. when the chicks are four 
.weeks old. At six to seven weeks of age the chicks are able 
to use the larger feeders and watering crocks, An available 

•.supply of feed should be accessible to the chicks at all
times and precautions' should be taken to avoid waste as much

: : ■■ " :as possible, . ■ . ■
The cockerels and pullets should be separated at about \

six weeks of age, The males may be distinguished from the
pullets as they will have larger heads, coarser features, and
shorter and more blunt tails. They can be fed on a broiler
or fattening mash until they are sold for fryers at twelve
weeks„ The pullets are continued on under the brooder until
climatic conditions are suitable for their removal, although



brooding enfis when the pullets are ten weeks old»

' Rearing -of Young . v--; :

Rullets should be vaccinated for Newcastle, tracheitis / . 
and fowl pox as soon as the: cockerels .have been disposed of 
The modern-day'poultryman considers this,essential to good 
management o An outbreak of any one of the above diseases 
could destroy an entire flock within a short period.

The proper feeding of young stock is an all-important 
problem during the rearing period„ Each chick requires two Zn- 
inches of feeding space at the hoppers and about one- inch of 
space at the waterers, The space should be increased as the . 
birds mature, .At the close of the brooding period the birds 
need grain in addition to the mash. Green feed'is also es
sential to growing stock and sufficient amounts should be 
available to them. Blue-grass, Sudan grass > alfalfa, and the 
clovers are excellent green feed, Poor growth results unless 
a complete ration is fed, . -

. At the cose of the brooding period the brooders are’re
moved, cleaned, and stored ,/ The brooding houses are then used 
for the rearing of pulletso The immediate front of each 
brooder house is fenced off to allow,more room for the growing 
birds . As the pullets grow, separate them to other houses to :: 
avoid overcrowding, During the growing period, vices such as 
oann&biliSm and feather pulling should be avoided. Space, 
regular eare and a complete ration will help control these ■'
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practices. If their schedule is irregular> they become rest
less and nervous and will often resort to cannabalism and 
feather pulling. v; :,v ■; - ■ :

Handling of. Mature Layers

: Selection of layers begins when the young pullets first. . 
come into production." Vitality is used,as the basis for this 
selection and these characteristics are summarized, in Table I,

t VIGOR CHARACTERISTICS OF BREEDING BIRDS -
'  _ Good Vigor Poor VigorCharacter Behavior 

Activity , 
Attitude . 
Appetite 
Roosting

Body Chara c teris ties
Back
Keel . -.’
iteast
Abdomen
Size
'Head - 
Beak
Comb
Eye ; V
Plumage
Wings
•TailShanks

Very active I ; ' Inactive,- tired
Alert v Drowsy
Eat well, ful1 crop Eat little 
Up early, retire Spend much time on 

late : • perches .' -

Triangle 
Harrow, wedge 

shaped 
Short . -:
Shallow, thin 
Tucked up 
May be small
long, thin, flat 
Long,' thin, flat
Small, pale, or 

purple 
Dull, sunken
Loose, dull : Drooping - 
Drooping 
Long, thin

Broad, extends well 
back :

Long, extends well.
Vy-. forward-.it.;-Eull, plump 
Deep, full ■ 
Generally large, 

compact 
Broad, round .'
Short, heavy , ...

curved 
Large, bright red, 

warm l _ .
Large, bright,

1 •. prominent- v- - 
Close, glossy 
Folded against body 
Upright .
Short, thick

3. : Ibid.," p. 99
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At the end of one year’s production a second selection 
is necessary in order to discard the non-layers« This selec
tion is made on the vitality of the birds and their production 
characteristics0 Table II is an outline of the production 
characteristics.

: . TABLE II : : -
1  ; i h i  ; 4 , ' v - ii ' i "  ̂ '.\-:f-vCULLING AND SELECTION OUTLINE • ■ . . : -
i Distinguishing Layers from Nonlayers ■ •

Character ■ Laying Hen Non Laying Hen
Comb . ; ’ Large, red, fulls glossy Small, pale, scaly
Eye , Bright, Dull - i ,
¥ent; Large, dilated, oblong. Small,: contracted,

moist ' % I round, dry ■ ■■ ’
Pubic bone Two or more fingers Less than two fingers
' spread ' - v  ̂ .1̂  . - - i , i'-;. v.;i;-';!..; 'Abdomen and Soft, pliable Full, hard
spread Three or more fingers' Less than three fingers, : : . l between pubic bones between keel and "

■ ' V and keel pubic bones
• ■ Estimating Past Production > 1:

; Long Laying Period , Short Laying Period
Vent Bluish white Flesh coloredEye : : Prominent,. sparkling Dull, sunken
Eyelids Thin, edges white / .Thick, yellow tintedEar lobes Enamel white .Yellow tinted
Beak . I Pearly white y ' -i Yellow tinted Shanks r White, flat Yellow, round, smooth
plumage worn, soiled, close , New, glossy, clean, loose

‘ . v /.feathered >: :-:y - - feathered ; ■

4; Ibid.,, p. 101.
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Estimating Merits of Good and Inferior Layers
Good Layer Poor Layer

Pigmentation • Well bleached Yellow pigment -
Molt ' ' Late, rapid, laying Earlyy. slow W
' - v:' ' during molt V ' / -Persistency of Laying In August Out of prdduction in
•productIon and September - August and.September

Eeed. consumption is in direct ratio with egg production; 
the more' feed eaten the higher the production« Hens will eat 
when they can readily see the feed and in order to increase 
feed consumption hoppers containing grain-and mash should be 
placed perpendicular to the light openings in the building in 
order that all available light may strike the feed * Provide 
one lineal foot of hopper space, for every five fowls which is 
two hoppers five feet long for 100 mature birds.Hoppers for 
layers are mounted 12 inches to 18 inches:off the floor. They 
may be constructed on legs.or•suspended by chains; from the .’ 
roof . ' In this way- the litter is kept out of the feed„ Another 
method of increasing feed consumption is to provide the laying 
houses with artificial light and thereby increase the daylight 
hours. The lighting system is.automatically controlled by a 
time clock which may be regulated by the poultryman. .

A well-balanced laying mash is. available at all times. • 
Grain Is fed to the birds every afternoon and may be placed :; 
either in hoppers or thrown on the.floor of the house. Ad- y 
ditidnal amounts of grain are supplied during the winter months_ 
to •provide -the fowls with heat-producing feeds and to main
tain body weight. Adequate supplies of oyster shell and
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Insoluble grit'?, are hecessany for egg shell formation and 
digestion« Since green feed is difficult to purchase during ? 
the winter months a supplement of alfalfa meal and alfalfa 
and clover hays.is a partial substitute.

. fathering, eggs is an every-day task and is usually per
formed -in the afternoon.'i wire mesh basket allows good 
ventilation and the rapid escape of animal heat. -

The poultryman will have less worry over losses from 
communicable diseases .and epidemics if the poultry houses and 
yards are .properly?cleaned and disinfected»/ Cleaning and die 
infecting the houses and yards is done twice.a year.. The 
houses are thoroughly cleansed in the fall before placement 
of the birds. Jk second cleansing? occurs in the spring of the

<? :?:v .: .???-: ;? ■ ??: ;■ ■ ■
All equipment is removed and the houses are swept, dry 

scraped and again swept. The walls and floors of the house 
are again cleaned thoroughly with water under pressure. The 
equipment and fixtures are cleaned by the above method and 
then exposed to the sun. After this initial cleansing all 
houses- and equipment ■ are ; given a liberal application of a :
Jfo solution of a coal-tar disinfectant. The majority of the
refuse from the house and outlying yards is used for fertili
zer and plowed Under. The remainder, which is unsuitable - 
for any other purpose, is burned?. The ground in the im
mediate vicinity of the.houses is?thoroughly saturated with 
disinfectant solution. All houses and unmovable parts are
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again disinfected:the day prior to the placement of the ■
fowls „ ■ ' ■ . ’ ': . ■ ;i - - ; ; ■ y : - ' i

■ i' y: ^ 'i ' - ii"' / Processing ' .,:';. y " ' yiyi: -'

y y Not all poultry farms process.eggs today as this opera- 
tiph is. often done by their marketing agency. Dirty eggs 
are unattractive in appearance and must always be sold at a 
discount« Stained eggs deteriorate sooner than clean eggs, y 
and: unless carefully washed the chance of spoilage is in- ’ 
cfeased, ' For these reasons y it is important to know the 
proper, way to clean eggs» : Many inethods for cleaning Soiled y- 
eggs have been tried. Both wet and dry cleaning has proved 
'unsatisfactory because the eggs will not keep when stored 
and hand labor is laborious. The Missouri Agricultural 
'Experiment Station has found dirty eggs may be cleaned by 
using a one percent solution of sodium hydroxide, Eggs -y 
• cleaned in this way keep as well in cold storage as clean y
eS85. , , . . . . , : - :. .' ;y

Candling is the method used to determine the interior
quality of an egg. Candling is best done in a darkened room 
. with some arrangement of passihg the 11ght from an electric 
light through the eggs to the observor. Individual examina
tion is necessary to detect the appearance of the shell, air 
cell5 yolk, white> and germ, v y ‘ V

Grading is based on the external and internal appear
ance and on the weight of an egg. There is a uniform system
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of grading and through education the public has become 
aware of egg quality and they buy eggs in-accordance with 
the United States Standard •Grade. ;

Marketing- ;

r - The.marketIng of eggs will not be dealt with to any
considerable extent here. Below are listed a number of
marketing systems. . ' . . ' :
- ' 1. House-to-house egg route.

2. Sale through a dairy and poultry cooperative.
3» Sale directly to grocery.
4. Sale to wholesaler and processor.



CHAPTER III

OPERATIONS, ASSUMED TOTALLY BLINDED ARE CAPABLE OP HANDLING 

■ Incubation

GaPe of hatching eggs is a process which should be 
- easily ; perfoi’toed ' by the blind except .the regulation of 
temperature and humidity in the storage room. No difficulty 
should 'be -;ehcountered in the turning and .crating of eggs *

. The control of such diseases as bronchitis5 tracheitis, 
and pullorum is an important factor in the hatchabllity of 
eggs. Therefore, the incubators must be thoroughly cleaned, - 
An unsighted person is capable of disassembling and cleaning 
all the working parts of an incubator with a mild solution 
of lye= Formaldehyde gas, a poisonous product, is used in 
the fumigation of the hatching compartments and should be 
applied by a sighted person. The use of a 5% solution of 
formalin in disinfecting the buildings could be handled by 
the blind. ; •

• The- blind have no adequate instruments for the regu
lation of temperature and humidity in the incubator. Since 
the control of temperature and humidity plays a major part 
in the incubation of eggs it seems likely that instruments 
will be perfected for this purpose. Until that time it will 
be necessary for a Sighted person to perform this operation.
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It may be -assumed that the entire process of caring for 
the eggs :Upr to the eighteenth day is operative by the blind = 
This includes loading the egg trays and turning the eggs
daily , Gperatidns performed on the eighteenth day includet .
candling, the removal of dead embryos.and infertile eggs, f 
and the transference of the eggs from the trays to the 
hatching compartments, Candling eggs is a task the blind• 
are .unable'to perform. However,; it is possible for them to 
accomplish the transportation of the eggs from the egg trays 
to the hatching trays and then to place them in the hatching 
compartments. Mo problem can be foreseen in removing the 
hatch on the twenty-first day,

- Brooding .  ̂ - -
. .. ,     . . .  ... .

The following tasks are involved in preparing a brooder 
house and brooder stove for the arrival of chicks,: ■ i

1, Disinfecting the house and brooder stove,
: 2, Placing sand on the floor , ■ : '

3, Assembling the stove. V
’ 4, Checking the stove. : -
- : 5„ Placement of feeders and waterers,

It may be assumed that the blind are capable of performing
all the functions mentioned above except the fourth operation;
or checking the brooder Stove for mechanical default. ,

It is necessary for a sighted person to set and check : 
the temperature of the brooder over a twenty-four hour 
period and to remove the cockerels. A blind person can V 
perform the remaining functions in the brooding operation.



These functions consist of setting up a barrier3 placing 
the chicks under the brooder3 and changing the feeding and 
watering equipment as the chicks grow„

: ■ ■: ; . Rearing of Young -v;-: ■ .

, blind poultryman, if properly trained should be able 
to attend to the :vacelnation-of young pullets. The care 
and feeding ofKyounglpUllets should not present a prpbleml . ;

- v ' ' Handling of Mature Layers ' ■ " ' \:v :■

The greater part of the work in selecting layers can 
be performed by the' blind« A sighted: person should be called 
in to help confine the birds and watch for certain diseases • 
symptoms and any other abnormalities which might appear„ 
Feeding the birds and gathering the eggs are tasks which 
offer no difficulty to a sightless person. The houses must ; 
be thoroughly cleaned and disinfected before receiving the 
layers.. The only problems which might arise in the process 
are plowing the runs and burning the refuse unsuitable for 
fertilizer, ; : _ . ■■■■"'. ’ /

: ' Processing

There is little op nothing that the blind can do in 
the processing-of market eggs. It would be possible for 
them to clean the soiled eggs and sort the eggs into the 
various size lots„ 'However, -the bulk of this work would
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have to be done by a sighted, person and perhaps it would 
be wiser to send the eggs to a processing plantV:

; ': ■ :  ■Marketing:.;-.' -' V-:■ ■ c; :  ; , 7'

. Marketing eggs is a function that has to be handled by 
a sighted- perspn,;' .. ■; . - : \ ■:' ' 7 ' , ■ - -



CHAPTER IV

OPERATIONS CARRIED OUT BY THE BLIND : .

When a totally blind person is being selected for 
work as .a .poultryiiiah, it should be carefully determined 
that there are sufficient and adequate .landmarks which will 
enable:him to find his. way from place to place about the 
,plant» Some capable workmen find travel difficult while 
others travel rapidly with easel Certain plants are laid 
out in such a manner as to make travel complicated. It 
might be advisable to equip the premises with landmarks 
and devices which would make travel less complicated, and 
add to the efficiency of the w o r k e r I n  general, the blind 
workman goes about his work and performs the actual opera
tions involved in the same manner as a sighted worker. Ir
respective 'of sight, workmen have individual differences in 
methods of performance,:, and the. blind person will naturally 
adapt his performance to the methods which are most effect
ive for him. : - . V : .; -. ' . . . ; : I-:

Incubation .

Hatching eggs are placed small end down in the crates.: 
This was done by feeling the egg to determine the small end 
and then, placing, it in the crate» No sight Is required in 
tipping the box at an angle and I did this "by placing a
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block of wood under one end of the crate„
Once familiarized with an incubator it was a simple 

matter to disassemble its removable parts, After mixing a 
mild lye solution"in a large bucket/ I thoroughly washed each 
part with a scrub brush. I applied the 5$' solution of forma
lin to the ^alls, celling and floor of the building and the 
outside of the incubator with a large whitewash brush. 
Applying the disinfectants;is best accomplished by,means of 
a large whitewash brush since the worker can more easily 
follow his work by having direct contact with the surface«. 
Some spray equipment is sufficiently portable.to permit its 
use by the partially blind; but unless the totally blind 
worker can contact his work with one hand, he will witness ■ 
difficulty with misses and overlaps,

The first thing X did in loading the egg trays, was to 
place the table close to the incubator. The racks on either 
end"of the table had been loaded with empty egg trays and a 
thirty dozen case of hatching eggs had been set into the v 
rack constructed for this purpose, The surface of the.table 
is equipped with a bar which can be adjusted to any angle.
The egg tray is placed;on the bar as it is being loaded;
This prevents the eggs from rolling out and breaking, (II- : 
lustration 1 ;and 2) Standing In front of the table it was 
an easy matter to load the egg trays,and place them back in 
the racks. Since the eggs must be placed in the egg trays 
small end down., the; same procedure Employed in crating the
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eggs was used in this instance» Upon loading the egg trays 
I went to the end hear the incubator and reaching out to 
locate the machine with my left hand drew the table of .
loaded trays to a position in front of the open maching,
It was a simple matter to transfer the loaded trays from the 
table into the incubator by feeling for the rack. A sighted 
person adjusted the temperature and humidity/ and the in
cubator was -closed o The first-''.step in setting the hatch had 
been,'accomplishedThe -next'/ step was to turn the eggs five 
times daily, 1 The machine was one of the modern upright •,
models and came, equipped With a mechanical turning device, ■ 
(Illustration 3) It was no problem for me in passing the J 
machine to turn the crank.of the turning device,‘

, .Opening the machine -on the eighteenth day5 I transferred 
the egg trays to the' table, A.sighted person began candling ,' 
; thereggs- As he f inished an . egg tray, .he ̂ passed 'it to me ■ ,
: and I 'placed: the bottom, of the. hatching tray over the eggs, • 1 
Inyerting. both trays simultaneously and thenremoving the 
egg tray I completed the transfer of" the eggs to the .
hatching trays, Next, I-placed the covers on the hatching 
; trays and arranged them in the hatching compartments, When :" 
all the eggs had been candled and placed in the hatching 
trays' and then into the hatching compartments my sighted - 
helper made the proper adjustments of.temperature and. 
humidity, The final step of the process is,to remove the '.--".tv 
. chicks on thettwenty-first day,- - - " '
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Removal of the chicks, on the twehty-first. day. completes, 
the Inoubatloh period„ The determination of the time to 
• remove. the chicks from the hatchiitg compartments is a slow- 
and. tedious, process ..wheh each chick must be examined by . • ;
hand by the blind. The time element is an .important factor .■ 
in the cost of chicks and time and money would be saved if 
a sighted persoh was assigned this task,. 1 took the chicks 
.from;-, the hatchihg cpmpartments and placed them in cardboard 
chick boxes. They were kept in a warm room until nightfall 
when 1:put them under the brooders„

Brooding ' '

The first step undertaken to prepare for the arrival of 
the chicks was to disassemble the brooder and remove it from 
the house, Mext, I scrubbed the brooder with a mild solu
tion of lye and set it in the sun to dry. Using a stiff 
.short-handled broom, I swept the walls of the brooder house 
and with a scraper.raked the litter and refuse in front of 
the door, Shoveling the litter into a bushel basket with 
the aid of a coal scoop I carried it from the house, The 
interior of the house was cleaned in the same manner as the 
.stove. The surplus lye water was: swept from the house with 
a. broom and the walls and f loors of the house were hosed 
until thoroughly cleaned. When the house had dried suf
ficiently I spread an inch of sand over the floor and as
sembled and set the brooder in position. My sighted helper
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ran and checked the brooder ’for mechanical disorders.
Finally, I placed eight small chick feeders and-eight one 
gallon waterers in alternate order around the hoveri

The chick boxes' were: set in the warmed brooder house 
upon their arrival1. Me opened each box to check for dead 
and crippled chicks but allowed the healthy ones to remain 
until -nightfall., rSSt- dark, the. chicks were carefully re- . -
moved from the b ox e a a nd pa lac ed under the hover. This com
pleted, we erected a cardboard barrier around the hover,
I reached Under the hover to determine how the chicks had 
'settled, as chilled chicks crowd together, The waterers 
were filled previously and located around the hover but the 
feeders needed to be filled and rolled oats sprinkled over . 
the topo Filled pie pans with mash and rolled oats were i 
made available to the chicks <, A bnultryman has to teach 
young chicks to eat and this is . easily accomplished through 
the use of rolled oats „ Our work cornpleted, we quietly ' - 
withdrew from the brooder-house to allow the chicks to ac
quaint themselves with their new:home, .

• An available supply of: feed must be kept in front of 
the birds at all times. It is necessary to check the hop
pers three or four times, daily to keep the feed from getting 
out of the chick’s reach. Running my hand through the feed 
enabled me to determine when the hoppers needed refilXing,
An ample supply of fresh water is kept before the chicks, :
Simple watering devices may be made by inverting a container
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and placing it in a flat, shallow pan which is slightly • 
larger in circumference than the inverted container. This 
method permits the birds getting into their, drinking water 
.with their feet 5 prevents the blind person from stepping .. 
into it, and makes it easy for him to locate since it is : 
elevated instead of being flat on the ground» The chicks 
have grown sufficiently by the fourth week to substitute 
intermediate size waferers and feeders for the small sizes,

- To avoid waste the-feedvhoppers are covered with a wire 
guard o The chicks' grow rapidly ahd at.six to seven weeks 

■ of age the large waterers and feeders replace the inter
mediate sizes„ Large waterers should be covered with a 
guard» At this age, the pullets and cockerels have matured 
to a point where, their sex is easily discernable and they 
may be separated„ The separation was handled by a sighted p 
person» The cockerels were transferred fo fattening pens ■ 
where they are prepared for market <, • .:

The young chicks should be confined by a wire frame 
when the conventional floor brooder is: used» (Illustration 4) 
The blind person can then work over the top of the frame and 
is not required to enter the pen„ When they are unconfined ; 
in the building and he must enter to perform his chores, he 
should push his feet along the floor instead of lifting 
them when taking a step. This method will prevent his 
stepping, on the young birds, The best type brooder I have 
found for a blind person is -one which is elevated three
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feet off the floor| the chicks are never allowed to run 
loose- on the floor and this avoids possible injury, (il
lustration- 5) / , ' , ; - : t . -

1  ̂ ; Rearing of Young \ , '

' Vaccination of pullets ■ offers some obstacle to the - : 
blind., when the birds have to be caught and confined. This 
is eliminated when the birds are grown in batteries. The - 
process is completed easily once the birds are caught. To 
vaccinatedip a blunt ■needle manufactured for this purpose 
in the vaccine and-insert it through the:webbing of the . . 
underside of the wing4 . ‘ : /- ; : '

The feeding and watering of:pullets is not difficult 
for a blind operator. There are two types of feeding and 
.watering equipment, on the market today. The feeders: I used 
were the long low flat kind with a;wire guard or- roller - 
protecting the top. The other sort of feeder is known as a 

:,gravity-flow or cafeteria style, Such equipment cdn be, , ' 
purchased at:feed stores^ poultry supply houses,, or it can 
be easily'and simply constructed = V-shaped hoppers with a ’ 
slight opening at the'bottom and a narrow trough- along - i 
elfher side:can be constructed of scrap material, As the 
birds-, pick; and eat/ the feed will flow into the trough. It 
will prevent waste> and the blind person can readily deter
mine when an additional supply is needed by running his hand 
into the,hopper to locate the level of its contents. The ;
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simple type watering device described In the section on ' ? -
' ; brooding- may., be employed- here . Large two gallon water - ^

- . crocks-; equipped with an automatic valve and covered with a.  ̂ ;
wire guard may be used depehding on the operators pre- v 

; ference. This wire guard not only keeps the young pul lets : . /
. out of the water but prevents .the-- operator from stepping, in V 

It. The addition of green feed such as alfalfa, clover, and : - 
; - barley is necessary f or proper growth. These greens may be .t ,
■ ; .1 h; spread on a large board or In a large open hopper. : ' ' ''
,;: 17 ‘ The pullets have grown to a point -where, they require ;

- more space and a fence-Inyard must he stacked to the brooder •
• ■ , houses. These fences are easily constructed by.a blind '
V , ; person providing the proper; tools are at hand. The blind .■ t
- I; ' workman can keep the fence; parallel to and at right angles . ■;
■ ■ v with the brooder house by laying off a right angle triangle V .
; . : from a given point, ' Prom the given point measure six feet ‘ i

- ; ; - parallel, to the brooder house and eight feet at approximate ; -
-■ , f . right angles „ The distance between, the two extremities - ; . 1 v

should be exactly ten feet and can be made so by adjusting
- . . the extremities of both the eight- and. ten-foot measurements - • -

• f' until: they '.intersect» Short -distance fences,- pens, build- f f
•f .'. : ings, etc o , can'be kept parallel with and" :at right angles

to any and all " established improvemehts. by this, methods: ;
- ' - ; Post holes are most easily dug by means of a commercial "post ’ • : . ;

: hole- digger, and a blind person encounters ho difficulty ih;;.::'f ;
: f Fence - posts can be bept perpendicular by means of ■



a plumb bob bung from the top and 'the post adjusted to any 
direction until the bob hangs parallel to the post in all 
directions.. • Mire can be stretched by means of a turn 
buckle or a rope block and tackle which is anchored to a :f - 
stationary object located past the desired terminal. . If 
these fences have been built prior to their need the space 
may be. sown in barley and used for the pullets <, Sighted " 
help is needed to plow the yard.

. The above described method' sis- workable by the blind 
although another method might .prove more efficient> . This > 
method is one in which the pullets are confined In a large 
growing batteryo (Illustration 6 ) Here, the operator needs 
no sight in caring for them because they are always at his 
fingertips. _ ' .  frV v;;: : b by.

• / Handling of Mature Layers " ̂'  ̂ '

The problem of catching and cohflning the birds arises• 
here = A blind, person When selecting potential layers must. 
examine each bird byhand. Sight plays a part in the select 
tion of potential layers as vigor, vitality/ and some de
formities cannot readily be determined by touch alone. A 
blind person can tell the size, eonditioh, body conformation 
and cbhdition of the combs, wattles, and' shanks of the bird 
The abdomen should be pliable, loose and well-developed; 
the combs and wattles vary as to breed and variety but 
regardless of variety they should be well developed, warm



smooth> and alive :to ’ the touch; the shanks of a healthy 
speciman are well colored^ smooth^ and warm. The poultry- 
'man;relie&jbn physical appearances when choosing birds for 
the following year. ' Birds kept in individual laying cages 
have an accurate; performance record which enables:the opera
tor to make an accurate selection on past performance and 
;avoids undue emphasis oh hutward appearance. (Illustration 7 )  

however,;-when theiblrds;are kept in- conventional houses the 
same methods employed in determining which pullets to keep 
may be applied here. (Illustration 8) I ’ : ,
. Mature layers and young pullets use the large feeders . 
and waterers, although the larger birds require more feeding 
•space .i Individual laying cages come equipped with feeding 
ahd watering; troughs running the entire length of each unit 
(Illustration 9) ■Greater feed consumption is noted when ; 
Individual laying cages rather thah the conventional house 
system is. used. The feed’, hoppers ;in the conventional .=houses 
are checked and; replehished oncei dally o The laying mash is : 
replenished In the hoppers in the afternoon and grain is 
feed by Scattering it in the run-ways‘„ Individual cage 
pperatops' also feed once daily,. Grit hoppers remain .filled ' 
and' available - to the birds at all times. Gathering eggs in . 
the individual laying.cages is done once daily. The eggs 
rol 1. down the sloped Wire- floor -into a net oh the out side of 
the cage .v Sggs produced in eonventional ̂ houses ..are: cbllected; 
morning and afternoon; this- prevents losses due to cracked



and dirty eggs. The birds are raised under lights con
trolled by a time clock to lengthen the eating and laying -
> Sy : ; v

- The laying houses are cleaned in the fall and spring of 
the yearp The e1eaning of: litter from the floor or dropping 
boards ;is -.easily accomplished ;by means of - a scraper and a - 
stable broom. The workman must assume that the 'entire- sur
face requires scraping;with ther scraper and sweeping with V f 
the broom. The rodsts are more easily cleaned when a small. '
scraper‘is used;in one;hand and a' large, stiff-bristled 
.brush is used in the other= After the litter has been raked 
into one locationj it can be scooped into a receptacle and 
conveyed to the place of deposit. The interior of the house 
is then washed with water under high pressure and allowed to 
dryp:. A '3%> coal-tar disinfectant is applied to the building 
and equipment by means of a whitewash brush. The yard is 
cleared of refuse not suitable for fertilizer^ removed, to• 
t he Ihcinerat oh, and burned.% A s i ghted heIper is called in 
to pldw.the yardsv The ground surrounding the building is ; l 
thoroughlysaturated with a ■-3% solution of coal-tar. The day 
before the house is/re-oceupied all•equipment, fixtures, and 
the building; is- disinfected. Ohce ' more with a 3̂ . coal-tar 
disinfectant.;; V'; -.tr. hi-': V r ^ Y : V r  ; ' ".
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The equipment needed for cleaning eggs is a warm water 
vat , a wire mesh 'basket, with a cone in the center, a modern- 
day washing detergent, and a water hose. The cone in the 
center of the basket permits the water to circulate freely 
through the eggs» ' The basket of eggs is raised and lowered 
in the warm soapy water until thoroughly soaked o ' The dirt 
is loosehed and can be easily removed by hosing them with 
cool watero When a blind operator first cleans eggs he may 
burn his fingers but will soon learn to keep them from coming 
in contact with the hot water vat°
; The modern egg-grading machines come equipped with a . 
candling deviceo These machines are operable by the blind : 
although time, labor, and money will be saved if a sighted . 
person is. assigned this taskV The reason for this is that 
eggs cannot be candled by the blindo A blind operator with 
-practice can separate eggs into the various size lots by feel*
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-  ̂ .:3 ; : : . , CHAPTER V . ; % y ; ' -'a' --/V:.

3 ■ . : .'o:P \ .smmR^ P- j 3 ; 3 - : :.V. 1

; . V It has -been shown that a blind person with minor dif- ■  ̂;
.. ficulties can successfully run an egg-laying plant „ This :

'paper has been written in an attempt to show that Sight is . ' v
- ;■ not necessary in the acfcua 1 ope rat i on of a 'poultry plant „ ‘ 3 / : ;3 

Sight3is involved.in the regulation of temperature and ’ : '
humidity; catching and confining birds in the conventional L .: ’ 
house system, checking for disease symptoms, and candling .

■; 3 V  eggS o- The;,Individual laying cage system rather than the : 3 P
3 ; conventional System is more;adaptable to the needs of a

''33 blind poultryman. The initial expense involved in the in- ,
■ ■ stallat ion: of the. individual laying cage system, is greater. 3;-3

Poultrymen who have operated both systems state that more -
= 1 P'>3' - man hoursare required to .operate an individual egg-laying : - 3
p?i 3; cage system,- However> the greater; production'achieved through ; 3 

this system makes it practical and profitable„ Althoughihe 
3individual cage system is more, adaptable, to the: blind>; the 

3 conventional system can be managed with sUcCesS. 3 . - -•-3'
■: ; 3' The purpose of this paper has been to determine the . 3 ' 3
" 3 ' 3 limitations and: possibilities that poultry offers a blinded 3 3'

;'3.3:33 workman i 3It has shown that an employer could hire a blind - 3 p ;; 
3:; poultryman in . the various operations of an egg-laying plant \3"
,. ;.. and that a blihded 'pdultfyman is ■capable of competing with :

3p .3/ ; a sighted, person. •• 3;3 : -3,''33 33 :'-33p' 33.:; .;,v3.:;l3;3 .r3' - : .3 ,'3 ;:3V ;.; .3 ; 3 3 33-3: '3 3 .;33
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